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Vision of the Cyberlearning Program
u

New technologies change what and how people learn

u

The best of these will be informed by research on how people
learn, how to foster learning, how to assess learning, and how to
design environments for learning.

u

New technologies give us new opportunities to learn more about
learning

Three key components of
Cyberlearning project
1.

Cyber (technological)
innovation

2.

Learning innovation

3.

Advancing
understanding of how
people learn in
technology-rich
learning environments

What is an innovation?
A new or emerging technology-enabled learning
environment
•Must aim beyond state-of-the-art and
informed by most current:
– research on how people learn
– technology design

•Should have potential to transform learning
•Can be quite futuristic
•Should have the potential to spawn a ne
genre of learning environments

Focus on
cyberlearning
research &
development

•

NOT CYBER-ENABLED
RESEARCH ON
LEARNING

•

NOT CYBER-ENABLED
TEACHING

Scope
u

u

Populations, disciplines, and contexts for learning
u

Any (not just STEM, not just formal)

u

Individual and collective learning

Technologies and interactions with them
u

u

Any – hardware, software, integration into environments

Grounded on scholarly literature on learning and how people lea
u

Processes, representations, conditions, and influences associated with learn

u

Cognitive, neurobiological, behavioral, cultural, social, volitional,
epistemological, developmental, affective, and other perspectives

A cross-directorate effort
u

CISE – Computer and Information Science and
Engineering

u

EHR – Education and Human Resources

u

ENG – Engineering

Current solicitation
u
u

u

Deadline: February 10, 2017
Exploratory (EXP) projects only
u Explore the proof-of-concept or feasibility of a novel or
innovative technology
u Explore use of such technology for assessment or to
promote learning
u EXP projects are particularly suited to trying out new ideas,
especially risky ones
Budget $550k (over 2-3 years)

EXAMPLE

BodyVis

PI: Jon Froehlich; Co-PI: Tamara Clegg

Advances a new genre of embodied
technology tools (and associated learning
activities) for STEM learning

Displays learners’ physiological functions in realtime on wearable, e-textile shirts and large
displays

EXAMPLE

Tools for creativity training

PIs: Julie Linsey, Tracy Hammond
Co-PIs: Li, Liew, McTigue

Sketch recognition to train sketching fluency in
Engineering Ed

Novel findings regarding the development of
sketching skills based on assessment metrics

EXAMPLE

Partners in Learning: Building Rapport with Virtual Peer Tutor

PI: Justine Cassell
Co-PIs: Ogan, Morency

Studies on rapport suggested intelligent tutors
should build and maintain rapport; pushes both
the AI and the social science

Recent presentation at White House
Symposium highlighted how this technology
can open up new methods for social science
nvestigation -- for example, the best way to
support Black students to use standard English
n Science class.

Projects that do not fit the
Cyberlearning (CFLT) program
u

Projects that lack a strong computing (Cyber) innovation

u

Projects primarily about educational impact in the here and now
(implementation projects)

u

Projects that advance learning sciences but not technology design

u

Projects that advance technology design but not learning sciences

u

Projects that are primarily cyber-enabled teaching or cyber-enabled research
on learning (which do not impact learners)

u

Projects where students learn to use technology

u

BUT WAIT ….

Where
might these
other types
of projects
fit?

Sample Programs

Key requirements

DRK12: Discovery Research K---12
IUSE: Improving Undergraduate STEM
Educa@on
AISL: Advancing Informal STEM Learning

Learning domain is STEM discipline
Context is K---12, undergraduate, or inform
learning.
Poten@al applicability today

STEM+C: STEM plus Compu@ng Partnerships Learning domain is STEM discipline as
intersec@ng computer science or
CSforAll: Computer Science for All
computa@onal thinking.
Context is K---12, poten@al applicability to
ITEST: Innova@ve Technology
Learning aims towards crea@ng technology
Experiences for Students and Teachers
literate STEM workforce.
CHS: Cyber---Human Systems
ECR: EHR Core Research
SBIR: Small Business Innova@on Research
(and STTR)
BIGDATA: Cri@cal Techniques and
Technologies for Advancing Founda@ons
and Applica@ons of Big Data Science
SL---CN: Science of Learning: Collabora@ve
Networks
RI, III, and other CISE programs

Research on humans and compu@ng, not
necessarily learning focused—contributes
literatures such as human---computer
interac@on
Founda@onal research on STEM---related
learning environments

Explora@on or development associated wit
puSng a technology on the market

Educa@on is one possible applica@on area:
focus is on new techniques for computa@o
analysis of big data for research

Basic and applied research on learning in a
domains. Focus on building interdisciplinar
collabora@ons to yield novel approaches to
understanding learning
Focus on computer science research (which
includes CS that may have applica@on to
educa@on) e.g., AI, NLP, computer vision, e

General guidelines for selecting a
program
u

If emphasis is on foundational research about learning in the presence of
technology (and technology goals may not be as innovative as in CFLT): ECR

u

If STEM education, but aimed at directly addressing today’s needs (less
oriented to exploring the horizon): DRK12, AISL, or IUSE

u

If socio-technical, but not emphasizing learning research: Cyber-Human
Systems (CHS)

u

If learning research, but not innovative designs of learning technology: SL-CN
or BCS

u

If learning about or promoting interest in technology/computer science:
STEM+C or ITEST

u

If involves a small business and product development : SBIR/STTR

The Cyberlearning Community

TOGETHER ADVANCING THE FUTURE OF LEARNING WITH TECHNOLOGY

JEREMY ROSCHELLE, SARITA PILLAI, KEVIN BROWN AND THE CIRCL TEAM

NSF grants 1233722, 1441631, and 1556486

5 Ways CIRCL Can Help Your Proposal
Search existing projects:
http://circlcenter.org/projects/
Broker connections (circl-info@sri.com)
Review proposal writing resources (some are old)
http://circlcenter.org/resources/nsf-cyberlearningproposal-resources/
Review primers:
http://circlcenter.org/primers/
CIRCL can help you with Broader Impact:
http://circlcenter.org/resources/how-to-incorporate-circlinto-your-new-proposal/

e: http://circlcenter.org/resources/five-ways-circl-can-help/

aveat: Jeremy won’t agree to be on your advisory board

Cyberlearning is evolving

u

See “November Message to Community”
http://circl.sri.com/archive/2016/news/NovemberMessageToCLCommunity.pdf

u

There continues to be strong support at NSF of the advances emerging from the
Cyberlearning community — to couple advances in technology with advances in the ways
people learn; resolve how to use technology more effectively for promoting learning; and
design new technologies for integration in learning environments and evaluate their use.

u

We encourage you to continue to push the frontiers of Cyberlearning.

u

Sharing your thoughts on the future of cyberlearning research matters
(can send to CIRCL or to program officers)

ubmitting great proposals now is important, too.

Ways you can help the community
1.

2.

3.

Share success stories with CIRCL (and NSF)
u

What has made cyberlearning uniquely important to you?

u

What unique aspects of the program or community are most important?

u

How have graduate students grown? How is capacity being built?

Communicate your project outcomes
u

What discovered about a genre of future designs for learning?

u

How is this opening new research for CS, Learning Sciences, etc.?

u

What kinds of broader impacts have occurred (who has your work influenced?)

Expand to consider other solicitations and
suggest how to make them cyberlearning friendly

Connect the rationale for cyberlearning
research to NSF’s Mission and Big Ideas
u

Strategic Plan for 2014-2018
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2014/
nsf14043/nsf14043.pdf

In Mission:
Discoveries made possible through NSFsupported fundamental S&E research are key to
sustaining the health of the Nation’s “innovation
ecosystem,” a concept that expresses the
importance of an exponentially growing mix of
ideas and techniques from all Fields, together with
highly trained knowledge workers capable of
answering the two questions at the heart of
innovation: What is needed, and what is possible?

u

Big Ideas for Future Investment
https://www.nsf.gov/about/congress/
reports/nsf_big_ideas.pdf
u

INCLUDES
collective impact, inclusive learning

u

Shaping the Human-Tech Frontier

u

Harnessing Data for 21st Century STEM

u

Growing Convergent Research

u

And 6 more…

Questions? Thoughts?

